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In our busy world we sometimes find our scripture study isn't always productive. The solution is here

with The Book of Mormon Made Easier Part 1! Along with the complete text of the Book of Mormon,

this valuable study guide includes in -the-verse notes and additional insights and commentary. A

perfect study companion!
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There is a reason these books are getting 5 star reviews - they are SO HELPFUL. I started reading

the Book of Mormon for the first time, and although I could read it and thought I was getting through

it fairly well, I realized pretty quickly that there was a lot of symbolism and more going on with the

text than I was getting or understanding. I read reviews on these books and purchased the first one,

not knowing what to expect. It has helped me so much!!! As I suspected, there is so much "more"

going on in the Book of Mormon and so much symbolism I NEVER would have gotten on my own

no matter how many times I would have read it. I have quickly purchased the other 2 books in this

series, as well as another book by this author about Mormon beliefs and doctrines. The entire text of

the Book of Mormon is in these books, but with helpful notes and explanations so that I understand

it. I can see myself reading these books and referencing them many times in the future. If you are

completely new to the Book of Mormon like I was, in my opinion, you NEED this. Even if you've read

the whole Book of Mormon before, I still think you are going to get new insights from these books. --I

love this guide! I love that is lists the scriptures and then either inserts emphasis, summaries,

explanation, etc within the scripture or after it. It really helps to break it down and come back



together to make sense is my crazy brain! I highly suggest it to anyone wanting to get a deeper

understanding of the scriptures but also how it applies to your life today. It deepened my testimony

of Christ because I was really able to see more significantly how much Christ is present throughout

the Book Of Mormon. I can't wait to read the other ones! --David Ridges is a master teacher. His

classes at BYU Education Week and at the Orem (Utah) LDS Institute have been the best I have

ever attended. Very instructional AND interesting (even Isaiah). I could listen to him teach all day.

So I was thrilled when he wrote these books. Plus, Ridges' insights make it a lot easier to "liken the

scriptures" to ourselves. We use Ridges' commentaries every day in our scripture study. I have the

Kindle and print versions. I turn on the Kindle text-to-speech, and we follow along silently in our

books or on the Kindle screen as the voice reads to us. We can pause any time for discussion and

then resume listening. A great way to study. My only suggestion is that on the next printing, the

layout be slightly modified to offset long quotations (such as other scriptures) in a box, or italicize

them so that it's easier to tell what is the main text. --

David J. Ridges has been teaching in the Church Educational System for 30 years and has been

associate director and instructor at Orem Institute of Religion adjacent to Utah Valley State College.

He has taught for several years at BYU Campus Education Week and Know Your Religion

programs. He has also served as a curriculum writer for Sunday School and Seminary manuals.

I really enjoy how this brings out so much from the Book of Mormon. I read the scriptures through

using the study guide from the Red Headed Hostess, reading one of those pages and the section of

the Book of Mormon it relates to, taking notes and answering the questions she poses.I then read

the same section of the Book of Mormon the next night, using this study guide "The Book of

Mormon Made Easier", in conjunction with "The Book of Mormon Study Guide: Start to Finish" by

Thomas R. Valletta.Using those three study aids has made reading the Book of Mormon an

excellent experience. To actually study rather than just reading has been a great benefit to me and

a wonderful testimony builder. I highly recommend all of those study aids.

I love this guide! I love that is lists the scriptures and then either inserts emphasis, summaries,

explanation, etc within the scripture or after it. It really helps to break it down and come back

together to make sense is my crazy brain! I highly suggest it to anyone wanting to get a deeper

understanding of the scriptures but also how it applies to your life today. It deepened my testimony

of Christ because I was really able to see more significantly how much Christ is present throughout



the Book Of Mormon. I can't wait to read the other ones!

David Ridges is a master teacher. His classes at BYU Education Week and at the Orem (Utah) LDS

Institute have been the best I have ever attended. Very instructional AND interesting (even Isaiah). I

could listen to him teach all day. So I was thrilled when he wrote these books. Plus, Ridges' insights

make it a lot easier to "liken the scriptures" to ourselves. We use Ridges' commentaries every day in

our scripture study. I have the Kindle and print versions. I turn on the Kindle text-to-speech, and we

follow along silently in our books or on the Kindle screen as the voice reads to us. We can pause

any time for discussion and then resume listening. A great way to study. My only suggestion is that

on the next printing, the layout be slightly modified to offset long quotations (such as other

scriptures) in a box, or italicize them so that it's easier to tell what is the main text.

This is a 5 star book! Bro. Ridges gives valuable insights and many "take aways."With this book,

you can really "study," "ponder," and "gain insights," while reading The Book of Mormon.We will be

blessed, in studying these particular scriptures, as we saw the Spirit, work within our by our Prophet

and President of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, Thomas S. Monson. At last

conference, he instructed each one of us to read The Book of Mormon everyday.I would

recommend this book to all, members and non-members alike.Now, I'm off to download the next

book.There are 3 books in this series.Thank you Bro. Ridges!

I have found this series of books by Brother Ridges to be very helpful to me as I read the scriptures

from day to day. The addition of his commentary and the verses out of the Joseph Smith translation,

in the case of the Bible, have been great aids to my understanding.

Love this book! I really needed something to re-energize and kick start a more in-depth study of the

BOM for me. It is simple, easy and basic reading while also providing added insight and thoughts

that help me see the stories and principles from an new view point. A must buy for anyone wanting

to learn more without the over complicated doctrinal books.

I have made a commitment this year to read the Book of Mormon every day. I have been pretty

faithful and am on my second time through since January. After finishing it in April I really wanted to

"study" along with simply read but I didn't know where to start or what resources to use. I tried the

institute study manuals, but found they jumped around within the text and weren't convenient. Then,



someone suggested trying these books and I was instantly hooked. I bought the kindle version and

read it on my kindle app on my smart phone. It is absolutely the best solution for me. I can read

anywhere and I can stop and start if I am interrupted and it takes me right back where I stopped

when I come back to it. The best part for me is that I have the entire text right there as I am reading

along. I don't have to skip from the book to my scriptures and back. I can just read. All the notes and

comments are integrated in the text and he is very clear and very detailed. I got so much from my

study of 2 Nephi and I have taken several classes on Isaiah, but this was just brilliant. The only

small quibble I have with the kindle version is that the formatting is not really great. In the written

book (I looked at a bookstore), his notes are indented and the material he pulls from other sources

is in a different font. In the kindle version, it is all the same size of type so it is sometimes difficult to

differentiate as you read. Despite that, though, this is the best scripture study system I have used

and now that I am through the Words of Mormon, I am here on  buying Volume II. I really

recommend this for anyone interested in a convenient, but thorough, study of the Book of Mormon.

This is an excellent resource for studying the Book of Mormon. My wife and I enjoy this addition to

our studying of the Book of Mormon. We both have read the Book of Mormon several times. This

guide has increased our knowledge of historic information we both had not known before. Would

recommend this book to anyone who to study the Book of Mormon and not just read it.
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